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This book has been written to help digital engineers who need a few basic analog tools in their toolbox.  For practicing digital engineers, students, educators and hands-on managers who are looking for the analog foundation they need to handle their daily engineering problems, this will serve as a valuable reference to the nuts-and-bolts of system analog design in a digital world. 

This book is a hands-on designer's guide to the most important topics in analog electronicssuch as Analog-to-Digital and Digital-to-Analog conversion, operational amplifiers, filters, and integrating analog and digital systems. The presentation is tailored for engineers who are primarily experienced and/or educated in digital circuit design. This book will teach such readers how to "think analog" when it is the best solution to their problem. Special attention is also given to fundamental topics, such as noise and how to use analog test and measurement equipment, that are often ignored in other analog titles aimed at professional engineers.

* Extensive use of case-histories and real design examples. 

* Offers digital designers the right analog "tool" for the job at hand. 

* Conversational, annecdotal "tone" is very easily accessible by students and practitioners alike.     

       About the Author

Bonnie Baker has been involved with analog design and analog systems for nearly 20 years, having started as a manufacturing product engineer supporting analog products at Burr-Brown. From there, Bonnie moved up to IC design, analog division strategic marketer, and then corporate applications engineering manager.  In 1998, she joined Microchip Technologys Microperipherals Division as the analog/mixed signal applications engineering manager. This has expanded her background to not only include analog applications, but to the microcontroller. 
Bonnie holds a Masters of Science in Electrical Engineering from the University of Arizona (Tucson, AZ) and a bachelors degree in music education from Northern Arizona University (Flagstaff, AZ). In addition to her fascination with analog design, Bonnie has a drive to share her knowledge and experience and has written more than 200 articles, design notes, and application notes and she is a frequent presenter at technical conferences and shows.
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The Secret Language of Money: How to Make Smarter Financial Decisions and Live a Richer LifeMcGraw-Hill, 2009
If money were about math,    none of us would be carrying any debt.
The numbers are simple. What’s complicated    is what we do with money. We use    money to soothe our feelings and buy respect,    to show how much we care or how    little. We don’t simply earn, save, and    spend money: we flirt with it, crave it,...
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Beginning BodybuildingMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Prepare to look, feel, and perform better than you ever have before!
Why bodybuilding? Put simply, lifting weights--or resistance training--is one of the best ways to achieve total body health and fitness. Research has shown time and again that pumping iron provides a host of benefits: Bigger muscles, of course, but also...
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Management (with InfoTrac Printed Access Card)South-Western College, 2007

	Discover true innovation in management today - within the pages and throughout the technology-driven package accompanying the latest edition of this market-leading text. Respected author Richard Daft helps you build better managers for today and tomorrow with the latest managerial theories based on established research, engaging contemporary...
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Beginning F# 4.0Apress, 2016

	This book is a great foundation for exploring functional-first programming and its role in the future of application development. The best-selling introduction to F#, now thoroughly updated to version 4.0, will help you learn the language and explore its new features.


	F# 4.0 is a mature, open source, cross-platform,...
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Equipped to Lead:  Managing People, Partners, Processes, and PerformanceMcGraw-Hill, 2008

	Unless you manage a hook-and-ladder company, your workday shouldn't be spent putting out fires. Yet leaders often spend most of their time running from crisis to crisis.


	In his groundbreaking New York Times bestseller Built to Serve, United Supermarkets CEO Dan Sanders showed how putting profi ts before people...
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Leadership by Choice: Increasing Influence and Effectiveness through Self-ManagementJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Establish trust with your team by developing a clear decision-making strategy


	Do you have the opportunity to focus on each decision you make? Chances are, you don't. All too often, our choices are rushed and relationships are strained by not thinking clearly or communicating properly.


	We are all responsible...
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